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vs 
r5eCtion 1— Bads/round 

On the 22nd 01 tebruary 2OT8, a Personal Safety course was held at Tinsley House (Gatwick Itke for 
eight members of staff at the centre. Three of those staff in attendance were employed by Hibiscus 
Initiatives [a partner agency working with G4$ M Gatwick CRC), a further three members of staff in 
attendance were employed by G45 Health tale healthcare provider for Gatwick IRC, whilst the final 
all endee was a representative of the customer {,Home Office). The Personal Safety c0vv5e TS aimed 
at nomoperational staff and provides those in attendance with Home Office approved training in 
the appropriate use of forte around issues at personal safety and breakaway techniques. The 
personal safety course is split between a classroom environment for theory and group discussion 
alongside use of the Tinsley house DM for training in the practical application of the different 
techniques being taught. The course was approximately Rh rs in length and wa$ facilitated by PCO 
Jason Riggs trained C&R Instructor and G45 employee on secondment from HILIP/101 Pare) and 
DCO David Webb Is trained C&R Instructor and a permanent employee of MS at the Gatwick IPC 
cluster) 

On the 2r of February 201B at 08.26hrs an email was received by Sarah Newland (Head of Tinsley 
HOUSE, Borders and PDA at Gatwick IRC). The email had been sent by Conn a „jiollo iProjeci Manager 
International Resettlement.Hibiscus Initiatives) and was entitled 'Serious Concerns-Personal 
Protection Training The email made reference to concerns raised by the three Hibiscus employees 
In attendance on the 22" to the language used ante aener 011 attitude towards detainees displayed 
by the trainers and other participants An attachment to the original email contained seventeen 
specific points of concern. 

adisaL—JkidLosiggigy 

Terms of Reference'irniewe. issued Inv Paul Kernpster 1G45 C&TDS Chief Operating Officer) to Richard 
Stedman (Director of Ciakhill STC) with agreement between 04% CLOS and CA3 Health that the 
Investigating Officer was to investigate on behalf of both MS C&DS and 045 Health) with direction 
to investigate the following allegations, 

• inappropriate behaviour, language and conduct of C&P leiStruCtOrS PCO fakirs Riggs and OCCI 
Cave Webb, during a personal protection tra ining courser held On the 22'd of February 2018 

• Inappropriate behaviour, language and conduct of GSA Instructors DCf3 Dave Webb and 
PCO Lute Rual durl ng a personal Dote( k ion training course held on the 5' of February 2318. 

The deadline for the report was stated as Friday the 7" of March. however during a telephone 
conversation on the afternoon of the 2T" of February between the Commissroning Authonty and 
the Investigating Officer an initial report was requested for the 2811' of February 2011 

On the 27Th of February 2018 the Investigating Officer attended Gatwick IRC to conduct a series of 
InteruleWS as detailed below.
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a 
Interview One: Xerry Smith (Hibiscus lent iative0 accompanied by Sister Margaret Baxter IHibiscu 

Initiatives) Appendix OV. 

Interview TwO: TesnrWootlfakl {Hibiscus Initiatives! =Om partied by Sister Margaret Baxter (Hibiscus 

initiatives). Appendix V. 

Interview ThreeErsil‘meirreievaM1(hi ithicirs Initiativesacorn darned by Sister Ma ngeret Baxter {Hibiscus 

Inn€igtiue I. Appeddnr 

Interview Four. Maria -Claire Llaude {HealthcareAssistant-GAS Health' accompanied by Sonora 

Calver (G45 Health) Appentfix tint. 

Interview Five (held via tele conference due to shift timings id interviewee) Stanislava Fedorcova 

(Healthcare assistant[-GLIS HealthI.accompanied by 5a ildra Carver fG4S Health'. Appendix %Mr 

N6*-No further interviews have been completed at the time of report submission, to my 

conclusions are based ttle Interviews as of 17.00hrs 27102/16 

Section 3 r  Sequence of events 

Interviews 

Interview One: Kerry Smith (Hibiscus Initiatives) 3C:companied by Sister Margaret Baxter (Hibiscus 

Initiative* 

InteiviewTwo Tesni %Noodle!! (Hibiscus Initiatives) accompanied by 5. 15Ter Margaret 5a 

Initiatives) 

er ( H ibiscus 

Interview T h reel Name Irrelevant (IilitliSCU S irirteitivesi accompanied by Sister Margaret Baxter I HitiSCus 

initiatives). 

Interview Four: Maria -Claire Llaude Healthcare 44SiStatit-64S Health' accompanied by Sandra 

Calvet (G4$ health) 

interview Nye (held via tele conference due to shift timings of interviewee! Stanislave FedOreCiva 

(Healthcare assistant G45 Health! accompanied by Sandra Calves (G4S Health 

Section 4_ crPACtlitiOnS 

Attentions contained in Hibiscus letter {Substantiated Ires/Nul. 
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azs 
pdjeot.A4n going to fucking destroy yap' (saki' multiple tunes by Dowd and iachm). Mon errs© 
$oho, tune point during the proctor& training ',when referring to reacting to a detainee attacking you 
Nra use Dove's favourite line, 171 fuckoria destroy you®. 

Al! three of the Hibiscus stall interviewed were entirely clear and consistent in their description of 
the use of this phrase, which is overly aggressive in Content and unacceptable in the use 01 
Inappropriate language it dr.).eS not send 6 message that the two instrut tots were promoting the 
use of considered and reasonable force and appears thuggish. (Substantiated Yesi 

Allegation 2:  If was down to me. give them one mare poach for foid" (KO Jason Riggs) 

All three of the Hibiscus staff When 'Interviewed were clear And Consistent in their account that PCO 
Riggs had a thesdated this view when describing how 10 move Out of an Area where the member of 
staff has had trr infl ict punches (as trained in the C&R manual' to deal with a violent or aggressive 
prisoner The Can manual is clear in equipping staff to use reasonable and appropriate force which 
they feel is necessary for the risk posed. However to suggest to staff in a training environment that 
any use of force over and above what is reasonable is to proimm e the use of eicoessive and 
unnereSSary force, whir h iyboth inappropriate and potentially Criminal t5nbstantlated vesl. 

Allegation 3: to reference to on incident an Monday night where on eke( hod punched a detainee 
tri the face (severe( detainees had- barricaded Iherme)ve 9 in their rain end had weapons oiler Pita 
reiOrfe the Poor wet Clod SOOpit An officer was opiaorentry the last one 5 ronding odd ponchea one of 

them, Vanessa from the Htline affe“, sold he deserved it and 'had 'It Canting. Dove then said "we 
don't say that uariesscr_ 

All of the Hibiscus employees interviewed on the 27th were clear and consistent that this 
eonversat ion had taken place as described Since this allegation relates to a H ome Office employee 
the Investigating Officer is due to meet with Horne Off ire representative an the 1" of March 2018 
to discuss. [Su bstant iated: Yes) 

Allegation 4. &aye and Alsipn said that the punches taught on the syllabus are never used because 
they dent do anything They sod they would Jost punch in the face ((lave and

All or the Hibiscus staff interviewed were clear that this a ppmac h had been aeliculated at a nu nn tier 
of points dunngthe training by bath trainers. Whilst it is entirelyappropciate for trainers to reinforce 
with learners on the course that they ace able to do what they feel is reasonable and necessary in 
the circumstances to protect themselves. if approved methods from the manual are dismissed or 
minimized by the trainers it does not give a clear message about force needing to be reasonable and 
proportionate. If force is not used in this way our legitimacy to those in our rare will be signilirantly 
reduced ISubStantialtd: 'tat 

Allegation S.  The duty of core part of the iewsintion was tus t added in to ")tuff it up" (Dave). 
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(las 
All of the Hibiscus staff interviewed were consistent t hat OCO Dave Webb had wed this phr aye when 
describing our duty of care in the classroom component of the training. In describing our legal duty 
of care as 'fluffing it up" this minimizes and belittles a critical part of our responsibility to use 
appropriate force only where is necessary and to a degree that is reasonable It seemingly further 
evidenced to Hibiscus staff that our (G4S] view of detainees was that they are not deserving of the 
protection provided to them in law, which is both inaccurate and inconsistent to our company 
values {substantiated: Yes" 

Allegation 6: In reference to u 5 fOey told by Dave Obaol tr female officer swearing ar p detainee when 

hr out has hand On her shoulder, Kerry asked whether she couldn't just ask pokey frrst vothout 
swearing. Dove said no because they are prisoners. Marco from Healthcare sand they were murderers:
100eAlOPhde5 etc.. and couldn't be commurocoted with normally. Encouragement given by laurel and 
the others ea the morn 

all three Hibiscus staff were clear that this conversation happened as described in the shave tett 
and were unambiguous and consistent in their description of what was said When interviewed 
Healthcare Assistant MariaLlatides stated that she had spoken about the serious nature of souse of 

the index offences for those in detention AR Brook House however Maria remained adamant that 
She had not then gone on tosay that as a result detainees could not becommunicated with normally 
when interviewed Maria's -G4S Health colleague Stanislava could not recall the conversation And 
believed that she might have been out of the roan, aL this time. As sliCh there is a Clear diStreliant y 
in the account given by the G45 Health staff to thsi Riven by the ilibiscp& staff It is possible Mat in 
dMrrobing 1hr .,..ef11-11.1c nature of the offences committed by a proportion of those held at 131001.. 

h n1 lha Context of the course woufd have been entirely legitimate) this has been 
misinterpreted or misconstrued by those in attendance. However the view of the !nye-ante-um; 
Officer is that this seems to have been A further exArnple whereby the two trainers have not re-

inforced with the staff on the course that detainees are human beings who should expect to be 
spoken to with decency and as adults at all times. (Substantiated. Yesl 

Allegation 7; Thepresentoton was geared towards presan staff. Jason said that the tnoMing is an the 

process 0.1 hemp. changed.

Given the fact that Jason Riggs is a PCO with a long history of working in an adult canon environment 

it is understandable that this is where he *maid draw on for examples and context. The environment 

at Tinsley is significantly different to that at either Brook House or an adult prison environment 
however a risk of violence ex.sts at Tinsley. The concern from Hibiscus staff was that there was very 
rote for LI c an the de-escalation techniques which could be even more relevant M a context such as 
Tinsley and the brushing over of this content by on trainers continued to 'marmite the wrong 
message of an overly aggressive approach to those in a tlenderite 150 hat anti ated NMI 

Allegation Sc Frequently,' referring to them as prisoners mailer than detvmen ond coMagt the ten fre 
o prison. 
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cyj 
As described In allegation 7 it is understandable that log PCO Riggs occasional ly he might lapse into 
calling the IRC a prison (due to his Length of senare working in an adult prison environment and 
using the term prisoner rather than detainee. DCO Webb does not have that excuse However 
language and terminology is important in setting the tone for how we speak about those in our care 
and it IS regrettable that the terminology used did not support the approach or context which was 
required. Il5u45tantrated. 'gest. 

Allegation 9- Dow dirotiorred that due to- his great report writing skills he was the onry suspended 
3 Wit member that hvO5 all Owed back to mark after the Panorarna documentary. Re DISC said that Ile 
got n r.rime out of or riu4ng his time betn2 suspended. 

The Hibiscus stall all confirmed that this exact phrase had been used by DCO Webb, although Maria 
Liaudes From C45 Health could not remember a is being said. Concern ingly there was a further 
allegation raised during interview thaki0C0 Webb Stated that as a result he new hates the e= Any 
reference by ticu Webb that The got a cruise out of it" Is entirety rineSpUdged arid inappropriate in 
the contest of the training environment. since it suggests to those who did heard that DCO Webb 
is dismissive at the incredibly serious and concerning issues raised by the Panorama documentary. 
To seemingly Bragg to those in attendance about being able to enjoy a cruise whilst suspended as 
part of 5U Eli a serious and Slandleant Invntigation sends a mestage 'that the matter was not a serious 
one to him despite the documentary containing evidence of serious harm arid inappropriate conduct 

t niva rds those in our care. Whether this was mere bravado or a more determined stance to minimize 
the issues contained in the programme it portrayed both himself and Gan In a whisky unacceptable 
fashion. (Substantiated: Yes) 

ittlegation a& AO members of staff joined in with °clue commenting on how Tinsfey staff can't dent 
with working at Brook and &ruded to them being weaker than Brook staf f 

All of the Hibiscus staff were clear during interview I hat Ci(C) Webb had offe red !his view at mutt iple 
points during the course of the training. t here are significant differences between the nature of the 
operation and the circumstances of those held in detention at Tinsley by comparison to brook 
House. The suggestion by D-CO Webb that those working at Tinsley can't deal with working at 'Brook 
House is unhelpful, unriccessaryand do respectful to his own colleagues at Tinsley who do a complex 
and challenging role. This falls far short of the expectation for a member of staff in a training role 
and the standardS of professionalism they should be exhibitng. (Substantiated: Yes) 

adlaeation 1.1: Jason was teocrung the basic phrase of "Fuck off" from the beginning of the training 
as a way of defending yourself. There was swearing used throughout the training which was in our 
'new unnecessary, however. Dove did Say at the beginning of the training that there would be 
swearing and that we ShOuid sneak N if we don't tike' the uSe of swearing. Nobody toned 
concerns with Mtn about the swearing but we felt that the ?eve of swearing was unnecessary and 
we don't pee of added' to the effectiveness of the tramping 
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In addition to the accounts given by the Itiree staff from Hibiscus during interview Maria Llaudes 
from GAS Health also confirmed a large amount of swearing., It Is Important to note that when in a 
training environment there is a need for realism and as such when describing and demonstrating 
when force can be used it is not unreasonable for some swearing to show realism. However when 
that swearing becomes a consistent component of the language all through the day and is pan of 
regular conversation it is unprofessional and lazy By the trainers Speaking in such a way to their 
(NM colleagues as well as CuPlOrner representatives and partner agencies, they both lost sight of the 
need to demonstrate the highest standards when training en the company's behatf. 'Given that the 
classroom component of the course describes the cyclical relationship between the use of 
aggressive behaviour and language and an escalation in violence and frustration, the two trainers 
were not demonstrating the toile in of their Own blibleCI matter 15VEMOIllidtCLI Ye3 

Allegation 1.2:  Vanessa from the Hanle Office, seemed to how o wry negorive attitude towards 
detainees. This was shown through do ight& at comments mode comments she made herserf and 
her genera.' attirode to violence e.g "I'd go to taxa, on them' 

All three of the Hibiscus staff reported a significant level of concern around the behavior of Vanessa 
which will be raised by the Investigating Officer with her immerlikate line management al the Home 
Office on the Pr of March 201a. {'Substantiated: Yesf 

82141iliom U:  Dove Sight :het :he reason they respond aggieSSIVerY Wirh Swenohg, when P detainee 
FOOrtteS them in a friendly manner. rs because other staff members are dement and this Aeolis to- 
detainees thinking that they con touch staff e.g. putting their hand on their shouider. However as 
DOVE and Jason ore training new staff to saw luck off.' they ore adding the negative approach. 

The three Hibiscus staff were clear and consistent during interview that the stance promoted by 
Jason and Dave to any inappropriate contact, by a detainee was immediately to be aggressive as 
opposed to clear, calm an CB Own, rive .5y promoting such an approach It creates the potent is I for art 

escalation in the level of onnflir t ratter than an opportunity Lode-esca late and illailege the situation 
through the use of good interpersonal skills In an environment such as Tinsley this ks missing out on 
early opportunities to limit and restrict the requirement for force to be used and places both 
detainee and staff member at greater not reduced risk. C&R Instructors should always structure 

expectations as to how forte tan be en-towed rattier than escalated. !his 15 poor practice in both 
PCO Riggs and DCO Webb% capactty as trainers iSubstantlated: Yesli 

Allegation 14: A Oar of the training wos geared towards working in afank There shauici prahabiv 
a different version geared to those in the PD41,17,risiley 

Whilst as an observation there is some merit to this due to the contrasting circumstances between 
the two centres that make up Gatwick MC, the course can only be delivered using approved 
techniques as per the pre scribtJJ manual. As such the InveStwiti me, Officer has no further view on 
the matte! [Substantiated; td/Al 
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a 
ifillinntlan 13: Regarding the Right toy life artick in the numern Rights Act, Dove ctOuded t* our Mies 

bong worth more than a detainees ye. He genre ci hypothetical exam* atrauf _smashing cr fox 

machine over a detainees head if they were attacking him or the other staff He 30td "it's me. Myself 

and r. 

A personal safety course will quite appropriately Focus on how those in attendance on the course 

are able to reasonably and legally protect themselves from harm from a detainee in describing how 

any individual is able tO use a level of force that they judge to be proportionate OLO5hiebb uses art 

extreme eirample Whilst not technically incorrect. clearly the manner of his explanation and the 

language used to illustrate the point appears to move away from calm rational explanation based 

on Whin Is proportionate to an emotive cfriample that elides not contain the appropriate degree of 

balance. (Substantiated: Yes] 

AllegatiOnaLth the presentation sideshow there was a hnephodit haw to deescalate u sifualian by 

using cr dont/soft voice and Dave said [hal we could i'ghare that as it doesn't work. 

All three of the Hibiscus Staff were clear and consistent in their account that this was the approach 

taken by DCO Webb when discussing de -escalation For a trainer to discount such an impdrtant Part 
of the COurSe content seems a significant misjudgment in fading to.. equip those attending t he course 

1,vith the skills required to manage a difficult situation holistjcally. On a more Ow level It sends a 

message to any start member that ow firs! instinct should riot be to speak to a detainee but to use 

force at the first opportunity, this is not reasonable and it contrary to the Craill manual 

(Substantiated-Yes] 

Allegation 17. After a discussion aho u r the helms. Mubenga case where Ile dies after being restrained 

on a oJane during hoc re maa tour& surd that sometimes oti5 take 5- have la be made murder for you 

learn from them 

the Investigating Officer put to the three Hibiscus staff the notion that it surely important that alter 

any tragic death such as that of Jimmy Mubenga every possible attempt is made to learn from such 

an event to ensure that any mistates are not to be repeated. Ali three of the Hibiscus star' agreed 

with this Sentiment, however they all stated that it was not what Laurel said that concerned it was 

the manner in which Laurel made the point that seemed flippant and without sufficient regard to 

the death of Mr Mubenga 

[lid the Control and restraint Instructors act in accordance with our expected standard of conduct 

and behaviour and in line wtth company values,

From the information ascertained from interviews with free of the members of start present on the 

22' of February, it can he considered reasonable to conclude that the high standards of 

professionalism es peeled of staff in a training and development capacity were riot seer tote upheld 

by PCO Riggs and DCO Webb. Frequent and unnecessary use of bad language in the context of a 

training environment is inappropriate at best. however when n is used in the context Of 
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cyJ 
demonstrating how we speak about and to those in our core ot tan be considered highly 
Inappropriate. Use of language that is derogatory and belittling faits a tang way short of how all of 
those in our employment are expected to treat and refer to those in Don tare with dignity and 
respect. Use of language when describing to new staff how we cafefuily tc.msider and manage 
challenging behaviour is a critical part of demonstrating that care The apparenl promotion of the 
phrase " I am going to fucking destroy you" as aCCeptable terminology suggests that both RCO Riggs 
and DCO Webb- felt that using clear, calm and asserliwe language to destobe how to best engage 
with a detainee using force that is both reasonable and proportionate, was better replaced with 
their qwn more aggressive and bul lying language As such the message delivered/ tO truth G45 staff, 
partner agency staff as well as a representative of the lustorner was that we art, fa• I-, a pAre55 

in our use and application or force 

Further to the concerns raised by Our tlituscus colleagues the concern raises) :14;;;;;;;;;t1 over 
the lanRuage used by RCO Riggs when asking Healthcare Assistant Maria tlaude,17:-.TiTalTi7irn for 
the purposes Of a demonstration whilst askingher 'do you not want to get 'piggy" with 41 WeiShirnani 
had the comet:A-We of harassing a colleague in a very pu hilt forum.

Was the training delivered In line with the cgotit training manual and guidance? 

Whilst the levet kiKating Officer is riot a C&R spec011A or a trained facilitator, he is Can. trained and 
has a basic working knowledge or the C&R manual. In the view cal the Investigating Officer there Is 
sign ilicant deviation from the CAR onanual on the sense that insufficient time and exploration is given 
to the importance of de-escalation in managing any potentially violent situalion This faits to 
adequately equip those on the course and it rauld lead to force being used prerllglItirely and 
therefore that force would be unnecessary and or illegal This poses a significant rick to our 
legitimacy in operating a sale,[deeenli and caring environment. 

Re"„ hard Stedman 
Investigating Officer 
22/02/201.8 
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Appendix I'- Terms of deference 

'Private and Confidential 

Nom; Paul Hem pster 
Chid operating Officer 

To; RIChard Stedman 

Date. 2./ t1 Pets, uary 2615 

Re: Authority to Investigate 

Direction; YOU are directe-i to:investigate the foliorring allegations:

• Mapprnpnate behaviour, language and conduct of CEiR Instructors PCO 
Jason Riggs and DCC Dave Webb, during a Personal Protection Training 
courser held on the 22' February 2018 

• Inappropnate behavourr language and conduct of CEA Instructors DO) 
Dave Webb and FCC Luke Rual, during a Personal Protection Training 
courser held on the 9' February 2018. 

Your invi-shgation should not be limited to the complaints submitted iF further 
aliegabons become ice.5%,ir, as part Of your imiestligation, thew are to form part 
of your investigation. report. 

Authority; You act with my authority in conducting thtS investigation. 

Objectives; Yottr investigation should aim to explore the roture or the incident 
and include the following: 

The facts and circumstances surrounding these allegations. 
• Did the Control and Restraint instructors act in accordance with our 

expected standards of conduct, behaviour and in lane with the CrirriPanY 
values' 
Was the training delivered in line with the CM training manual and 
guidance? 
Was the complaint raised by an attendee on the 5" February course, dealt 
with and investigated appropnately? 
Your conclusion and recommendations nn regards to these allegations. 

Resources: Aupropnate support will be provided to you. 

Recommiendatierni: Your report will make- ir.umrnendations to prevent retumence -specifically 
related to Gatwick Elkies or Custudial and Detention Services in general and on 
the better handling of such indents in future. You She uld ier,terit xiod pracbce 
that becomes apparent. 
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Tim tscale! Please provide your full report To me by Friday 2".1 March 2018 
The tirnescales can only be revised with my agreement 

Paul kenwster 
Chief Ciw rating Officer 
Custodial & Detention Services 
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Appendix II - Course attendance data (05ffi Feb 2016) 
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Appendix III - Course attendance data (22" Feb 2018) 
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otitis 
Appendix "-Kerr Son IL reltiatit es - Inters kw, notes 

Investigation Meeting 

RS Thank you for agreeing to come today. My name is Richard Stedman I have been 
asked by Paul Kempster to investigate, here are the terms of reference please-
have a read through. 

RS handed KS a copy Or the terms of reference for KS to read 

KS Read the notes and undemtond them 

RS Are you happy to continue? 

KS Yes 

RS brat any time you'd like a break you are to free to haqe a break at anytime. Kerry,
I can see you registered to attend personal protechon training on 22-r February 
2018. We received a letter from Donna John with your observation from the 
training 

RS Is this the first lime you have done personal protection training? 

KS yes it wag the first time and it was very new to me 

RS Had you spoken to anyomc about what to expect? 

KS I had heard from the welfare team ill-Lattherewas swearing and they were shocked 
Mal there wi.)S sweanrig 

Richard rets-t3 ookid f front the Ob$uf valien hst 

RS Did you hear that said directly? 

KS Yes I heath them tot Say Ihal Me Ihroughnul the classroom training and when 
giving eOrrilplea. Se they were saying 'I gong to Fucking destroy you' 
threughout the training. 
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os 
RS Pt Is unacceptable language and can you remember when they used this 

language/ 

KS I can't think of a specific example but Jason kept saying lets use Dave 9 favourite 
lure '111 fucking destroy you- was given as an speropnate response to a detainee.
They worth I saying we should say it it was like a bravado in the room es if 
someone was to come up to them they would say I'm going to tucking destroy you 

I'm not gang to try and calm you down. When Jason said le use °ayes favourite 
line it was like Jason had heard it before, not sure it it was on the Soot or during 
training.

RS Were you told 10 Say it? 

KS OM Waren 4 told lo saw it — fie said he wOufd react like Owl We don't have 
experience o'er at Brook, we don't know ir they say it over there Jason just said 
d. dining acting out when someone WBs corning al hint It *inn t until afterwards 
Whirl we had a debrief (with Tesni and --1 that we realised of the scale of it and 
how it made 'Us all feel uneasy. 

RS if you ever feel unhappy and anything doss al feel right always put your hand up 

and speak oul about rt. 

Richard reads paint 2 td foe Obsemehans 

RS lid Jason say this? 

KS Yes r1 was during a practical session the Healthcare lady was on the ground that's 
exactly whet they said. give them as many punches as you need and if they're 

down, one or luck and he showed us how lo do a punch. 

RS You heard those exact words? 

KS Yes 

Richard roads nowt 3 of the observations 

'RS Did you hear any if this conversation? 

KS Yes. we viiere in the deli I heard Vanessa say r1 there Viid5 Sots of discussion and 
I did hear Dave Webb challenge her but didn't say anymore 

Richard reads pond 4 of litre) CrliMervakrons 

fmKS  not a CAS instructor I don't know if that .s the careCI Punch We were told nol 
to follow the manual its invalid we lust punch in the face. one IO one you may 
be able 10 do the Special' punch. I was iusl aware there ns 101S of f ing 

Richard reacts perm 5 of the observations 

Did Dave say NS/ 
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KS 

RS 

KS 

RS 

KS 

RS 

KS 

Yes that was in the morning powerpoint that's when he said it's there to fluff it 
up. 

Richard reads point 6 of the absen, J0.1$ 

Dtd you hear this conversation? 

Yes I did hear the conversation Dave said they don't listen and Liana said wow 
can't speak to uteri because they are all murderers and paedophiles and you 
cant speak to Them normally 

Thy debnilelse heard Maria? Was Laurel backing her up? 

I only heard Maria. I didn't hear what Laurel said. Why is he so aggressive when 
the detainee is ne direct threat/ 

How did it make you feet'? 

It made me feel 1,1hCOMfOrlable and concerned for he people at Brook or 
wherever the staff work seemed la me this happens throughoul the working 
day find it really worrying for the residence at Brook Why was that approach 
necessary"? If il was me. I would Feel belittled I (ell strongly ahOul it and I spoke 
up and I was confident that this wasn 1 the right approach to deal with a detainee. 

RS I hal s good raiang it and feeling that you were able to. Some pet le wouido 
red corthdent to raise iL 

KS 

RS 

KS 

Richard re Ids paint 7 of the atzeyvatians 

The Irsenno van aimed all prisons and they kept mentioning prisons 

C&R is me same in pita-1aq arid 'RCS end is the Sane for all adults in detention 

With Jason I can understand d s a slip of the longed. he works in a prison. with 
Dave, he was always referring lo them as prisoners and he should be looking at 
them in a different way 

Rtithatt reads ppmr poirhe obeervaPans 

RS Did you hear Dave say Mal? 

KS Yes, it was in the classroom and we were 101600 ObOut the importance of report 
larking, he said because I ,rirate such a g000 reporl I was file only cone out of 15 
to be kept in employment and then Healthcare said to him didn you go on a 
cruise? Yes, 1 got a cruise out of rt. He said that in a kind of Lwaggirro way. 

Richard reads point TO of the abserviskons 

KS The detainees at Brook are different to Tinsley and Tinsley staff don't have real 
keys. Eliot* have real keys and I said we've worked at Harrnonsworun and 
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Colnbrook and Dave said that s nothing Its worse here at Brook and was 
they suggest Tmslay staff are weaker because. Brook get the worst people.

Richard (cods poor .1 0 of £?e obsarvaikios 

KS This was the general conversation of the day - there was tots of swearing We 
had been warned at the beginning of the day that there would be some 
swearing. but I just assumed [hat it would be used dunng the scenarios I Clidr11 
like wie fact that Jason said fuck off Why cant you say 'Back oft it lust not 
Professional 

Richard reads pcifnr 12 of the observations 

RS Was that .a direct quote? 

KS Yes that it was in the practical session. The guys were doing ai scenahh, and she 
seemed to be making comments and laughing and said it lo pool* I fell 
uncomfortable about her demeanour towards the detainees 

KS 

Richard reads poor J3 of fire ObSdiltairditS 

So if someone puts and hand on you or is close to you. we have to respond 
aggressively as there are some staff that a=re lenient and us tougher goys have 
lo instil the boundaries. When the residents have their induction are they told 
that they are not allowed to touch staff? 

RS Yes they are. So tell me again what the conversation was 

KS He said the reason him and others are aggrestave and say fuck off is because 
ether staff are allowing thorn to touch and get close 1i them.

Richard tends pclinf 14 oft friPe dasenations 

Kb I ['Ink we've covered that - Rs very different to Whet I ve experienced here in the 
RDA They talk about E Wing and gave the impression that It needs sorting. 
The training wasn't geared towards the PDA. but now I know me techniques are 
elf the same. 

KS 

RS 

Richard reads pert 15 of. the ObSerVeifJOill 

Again. I understand one to one with a detainee.. ft just seams to go to die 
extreme before they try another avenue first. Right to Me is a fight to life for staff 
too and not just the detainee. People at Brook say horrible things to staff -
Laurel agreed. I appreciate rts hard to have that type of abuse. Me. myself and I 
- I m the one I need to look out for. He said if he's in a room and earl get out. 
he will smash the fax machine over the detainees head, he saki me and Me staff 
come first 

So. be sin a FOQM the exit is blocked. There are colleagues IP there ant he 
takes a fax machme Over a detainees head using no CM. Is that how to 
describe il? 
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KS Ha said to make an exit me and the staff come firSI and hd used the fax machine 
as an exam pre of how to gel out. 

Richard reads point /6 of the bbeervaoans 

KS 

KS 

RS 

KS 

RS 

KS 

RS 

RS 

KS 

RS 

RS 

In the presentation calming was dismissed as it doesn't work - there was no 
attempt to think of deescalating - he just dismined the point on the slide and 
said go straight to extreme. One ro ten - he s going straight 10 ten there's. no de-
escalation, Going back to point 15 end thinking of yourself and the abuse staff 
9ri are they going to be affected in a derogatory way and treat people as if they 
are not IMPerttarli 

Flictitani roads point t 7 of the observations 

Yes this was during the presentation in We morning and I asked why there was 
no fuel aid - Laurel said that at the end of the conversation -oh well a life had tr) 
be taken for people to learn from iU I said I din t think that was appropriate 

Sometimes it is Important In learn lessons Especially from a tragedy. 

I think it was the tone it was said in, and a member of Healthcare saying that 
came across as if the rife was insignificant 

I am pleased that you have had the appertually to say how you feel is there 
anything else you would like to add? 

Overall the training had an undercurrent of humble feeling horn a lot of people in 
Use room and the lei el of aggression was quote high If you are aggressive with 
someone then they will be aggressive back. How can they am in a pinkie way 
if they are treated like itiat7

Ok Inn going to draw this t0 a OloSe new VC's have given me a huge amount to 
think annul This conversation will be typed up and you wi ll get a copy If there's 
anything else you need to say 10 me 1m back on Thursday er speak to me over 
the phone. Thank you again for raising abate this. we have the highest standants 
and lm grateful that you pd this in writing We have Oho Speak Out policy too 

Richard passed Kerry rhe Speak Oaf ?caller 

Any other questions for me? 

Margret have you got anything to adril 

I think there should be some positive tecnransersdaripas. staff need some 
psychological help and maybe and psychological testing bec-ause they might 
have mental health issues if they are minoring Mil they are recei'ong. I don t 
think you will get quality from the staff. 

Thank you. END 
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Appendix V • Testi' Woccifaii, Hibiscus initiatives - interview notes 

Investigation Meeting 

Thank you for agreeing to come today. My name Is Richard Stedman I have bean 
asked by Paul Kern osier to investigate. hte ate the terms of reference. please 
have a read through 

RS handed me a copy of We teems &reference for KS ro read 

TW Real the rotes and understood them 

R5 Are you happy to continue? 

TW Yes 

RS If ai any time you'd like a break you are to free to have a break at anytime. Tesni 
I can see you registered to aftenci personal protection training on 22'w February 
201S. 

RS 

TV.1 

RS 

WI 

RS 

Can you tell me a little bit about yourself,

Family profteci worker family resettlement supporting returns returning home. I'm 

as pleasant as possible and keep in oontaci oath them. 

The PPT training on the 22'0 February 7c1:1 is this the first training you had been 
in 

I had heard from the other welfare learn. if we were in a situation they thought to 
deewalate to use our voice. I had to wear sportswear so I was aware of having to 
lake parr in scenanos. 

m not going lo go through INS in as much depth es I aid with Kerry so looking 
at point I —1 m going to fucking destroy yeti Cid they use mat lute? 
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vs 
During the bfaelliCall training now they were going to perform during a soeriatio, 

TW Jason Said We are ping to use Davies favourite line as Dave was being the 
resident and it had been used in  the morning this was why it woe referred to as 
Dave s favotirtte tine 
li someone got An their personal space. give a punch and say those words 
They said there was going 10 be Swearing -going to destroy you' -Derogative and 
I fee uncomfortable, it was a shock to hear such language. especially delivering 
Veining. they probably want um to use that termpnology as wel 

2d Point 
RS 

Yes I heard that quote. when we were in the dote, descrobe a punch. not in the 
TW . syllabus, direct to the face 

Direct words from PCG Riggs 
PIS 

Yes 
VV 

Whatever force is over and above necessary force and this was contradicting. to 
TW intake sure he had enough time to get out. one extra for luck 

Dia you say anything al tiiv °mu 
RS 

kit, on reflection t was intimidated Lary them Kerry spoke up and asked if she there 
TIN was another way to say ii 

You fell intimidated 
RS 

I1 was the amount of swearing, violence and not enklel. the amount of violence 
TW and aggression made it quite intimidating. 

The observation notes talk about save Webb sweanrig at detainees Kerry said 
RS could you say it in a polite way. He then said Marie did you hear Mar 

Alter Dave Webb explaining. Maria sharing no you cant be rational with them you 
1W have to talk to them m 'hat way that when Kerry spoke up and said can't we ask. 

Maria went on to say that you Cant communicate normally the trainees agreed 
with her then 

RS 

1W

RS 

1W 

You didn't miss hear, you are sure you heard that? 

Yes 100% the nodding. encouraging her they didn t disagree body language 

Point 9 - The comment try Dave - did you hear it? 

I heard II vaguely - I SOuldn l hear the exact words From Heehhcare, but Dave said 
was CIAO to my good record !along. that I rin the only one out of t5 Met still has 

a pot and Its now that I hale the BBC but I got a cruise out of it' I was Shocked 
he was bragging 
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RS 

TV,T 

RS 

TW 

RS 

RS 

END 

The final point ghoul the quote is that conversation what you recall .) 

Obviously people learn From mistakes he said m a flippantway. it was a life coining 
frnm henititcrPre.  Inra*c am lrica 1 fr imr! feci! Mr2: levet • :pck.sm 
aPoul like that, it made me feel uncomfortable 

Of course you want to learn by them 

it was the way she said rt. it was the way she emphasized it 

What you des:lobe in the training, you had concerns about language and tone, is 
there anything else 

I lust feel dignity and respect would he given tO detainees. which if you treat with 
aggression is what you will get back. Go in positively and you will have. a positive 
effect the others in the room joining in appropriately and with no passion 

Are sure you have said everything you need to say 

Yes 

This inweslitgation is confidential. please keep this ebrIverSOlion In yourself and 
&ell Share with anyone Fin grateful that you felt you COUld talk to an. It shouldn't 
have happened and it you need to speak again please °mod me 
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Appendix VI - i Name Irrelevant Hibiscus Initiative.; - tie 

Investigation Mewing] 

RS 

Nam. tree eydat 

EiLie3e7frieraciaet 

resew notes 

Thank yeti for agreeing is come today. my name is Richard Stedman I have been 
asked by Paul Kernpster to investigate, here are the terms of reference [Nene 
have a read through. 

RS handed KS 2 copy of the terms of reference for KS to read 

Read the notes and understood them 

RS Any questions"? Annie, is here takAng the notes and you viral tie sent a copy.. If at 
any lime yeud break, you are to free to Mire a break at anytime ---A can 
see you registered to altend personal protection training en 22n, February 20}18 

Yes 

RS Can you tell me a bit about ycturaeln 

—.—.—.—.—.—., 

i Name Irrelevant i 
Family Project Worker M Gatwick PDA, I also work at ectIntirook and YarlSwadid, 
been here since May I have a On of experience in and aeOund Cialothel 
environments. I have net experienced personal protection raining before 

RS What were you expecting of the training? 
_._._._._._ 

t thought I was going'to be shown ways of haw to de-escalate throuGh talking this 

is how lo do it. nal by being vielent 

RS whieh hits surprised you,

hie showed us how lo punch from the syllabus. But not in the eyelets] 
a detainee fails give there one for !UM, 

ay, but if 
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os 
I have waken io Kerr/ in depth and not so with Tesm, I don't want you In feel that 

RS you haven had the opportunity to say everything you want to say l'nt just going 
to pull out the finer bits 

RS 

t._._._. 
RS 

RS 

i Name Irrelevant. 

RS 

RS 

RS 

nawi 

RS 

Nainarewyam! 

Is this your signature for Personal Protection training on 22'd February'',

yes. I was present. 

In the observations letter it said that some of the language was inappropnate. did 
you hear any of it? 

Yes quite a few times. DIN said it was his line 'I II Fucking destroy you' and in 
physical how Jason used it saying 'I II use DW s line and referred lo as IYUV's 
favourite line when using scenarios If you're on the floor and is someone on lop of 
you throw them off and say his favourite line 

How did you feel? 

I didn't like t constant swearing. They weren t teaching us and I didn't feet I could 
challenge it 

I understand why you Felt that in a training environment. 

The word -fucking do you want to straddle or sd on top or . 'Who wants to 
get jiggy with a Welsh man',  Come on rts fine 

What time did this happen? 

Al IBIS PI happened We didn't really laugh Some laughed vie and Shaun 
d 

Across the day. was Mere any olhor inappropriate language? 

Dave told us in the morning ifs my prsonal line I use it outside the classroom as 
1.14311 e I can't believe he would use that W a resident Of any man, 

Jason Riggs sad one more punch for luck. 11 you've tackled someone and they 
are an the Moor If it was down to me one mare punch for lurk bad; to them 
It was horrible. I knew it wasn't right. I started thinking that wasn't right 

In an example Kerry asked if there would be another way to speak to the detainee 
without swearing Dave sad no because, other staff members become more 
comfortable with you have to respond lo them in thus way This was around the 
time that Mane said she couldn't communicate with murderers and paedophiles. 
They kept referring to prisons and prisoners. Maria said you couldn't oommurocate 
with murderers end paedophiles 

ThIS Is really important how did she say ir2 If they are murderers,  That is a fact 

She said you cant communicate with them normally. they are murderers and 
paedophiles The other Healthcare 0_auret) people were nodding in agreement. I 
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vs 
thought it was horrible, a very small percentage of detainees are prisoners and we 
have a duty of care 

Did you ht414 Dave speaking about his report writing skills? 
RS 

Dave sad, of Ihe 15 staff That were suspended he was the only one that came 
hack as he knew what to write en the rep-arts He seemed to be proud. 

Any reference to the BBC? 
RS 

No 1 can't remember. 

What examples of scenanos were used? 

JR - Pulling hands up and saying 'hick off . t used book off and he said that was 
a.a., OK I didn't have go swear. 

i i Give an example.

He said if he was Ina toorn lied have no prOtierin 10 pa. up a fax to smash Over 
• Namekrekvant • the detainees head In a toscitn. with colleagues detainee was being aggressive, I 

don't mind if I lake someone's life to save a colleagues life He doesn 1 have a 
problem with violence 

Where OW talks about killing someone with a fax machine, did that feel excessive? 
RS 

Yes 

Point 17 - Hem da you feel abut Laurels comment,

RS The mistakes that happened Jason and Dave felt quite sad about what had 
happened. Laurel said it quite flippantly 

Could she have been saying learning needs la be taken from a tragic deaf? 

RS it was a shocking way with a llippant lone Ii didn R seem nice We talked about 
menial wellbeing, about wrist staff gel in the way of help, but what about Ine 
detainees menial health ii staff are like Olaf to there? There is a cycle: your feelings 

i...., affect their feelings - they might be in a had mead. And if you re in a bad mood 
and you go around saying Tuck off it will have an effect an residents There was 
no de-escalating techniques, No calm talking - lad that doesn't work and it 
was passed Witt. 

Ole thank you - is ihcre anylhifrg else you would like to say '7 

NO 

Anything from you fyl rgref,

RS 
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os 
MB Il does sound That they need r rPOre wellbeing la Elmore mental stability. raising 

standards I've been in vieleni SitualionS but that is a Lasl resort but for someone 
to pick rip a fax machme There needs to be SOnritkind of programme far mentality. 

The next step. 1 need to finish all interviews. some of ihai will lake same time You 
RS will receive a copy of the notes. 

END 
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Appendim VII- Nlarl a-Claire Llaudes, G45 Healthcare — Interview notes 
Investigation Meeting 

Thank you for agreeing in come today,. My name is Richard Steadman I haw 
been asked by Paul KerTip$1“ 1rP invesligate lie re are the terms cif reference, 
lake a couple of minutes to read Ihrm..911 hew. 

RS handed Teems of Pete/erica ro ML..

RS Do you havo any questions? 

ML No 

RS For the porpose Pl today. Annie is here to take wiles and a cony will be given 
tt you 

need some water 

Sandra fefchod water Par Mans 

R5 If at any point you have a queStion ploasu ask, I only have couple ed nuastioina 
For you 

F15 So we have received a corepiatht form ono al our partner agencies $IMLA an 
incident which took place on the 22" Fobruar . when you were present at PPT 
training which was being conducted by Jason Riggs and Dave Webb Can you 
confirm that you were present? 

ML Vas I was 

RS So some of the concerns Mat naVe boon raised Wei& that the faricitiii90 used 
was unacceptable and that 'ruck ocr- was used. Was there unacceptable 
language used in the room, 

ML Yes. I don't think I said any swear viCift1S 
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a As 
RS What language was used? 

ML Fuck Off. When they did a move ix scenaret they Said you speak with a tone. 
'Pack off there mace or if we Were death n9 wail .w person being a in eat to %Ai 
then there was a luck Dr with a push away 

RS In general conversation when they were speaking to the Class, were they 
swearing then? 

ML I think maybe once or twice. At the beginning cif the day t cant really remember 
inappropriate language, but when we were in the acid there was more 
swearing during the scenario. they said to Say what comes out of pit because 
I don't swear but that s how they would deal with it. 

RS I would like to come to the port where you are referenced, Dave Webb was 
giving an example to the class or how a female officer said 'Fuck Orr 

do vaguety remember Kerry saying is there arty need that's when he said no 
you don't have to, but that IS how they wound deal with it. He didn t Say that 
you have to swear, but that it was different here as it was Category e prison 

RS Can you remember what you exactly sad' 

ML I can't remember what I said. 

RS You said that some were murderers and paedophiles etc. and They CCSUldnt be 
communicated with normally,

ML No C didn t say that. l Sail they are Irani prison and they have hurt people. I 
didn't say that moment they are Mill human borings 

RS Can you be clear atooil venal was said, you need to be clear about what was 

said. 

Meeting aolrourned el V 1.25 hours 

Meeting re -commenced al i I 30 hours 

Admit, re-rretates the ituestron

ML 

Ra 

Ml 

RS 

the response was about them being prisoners. but I didn 1. say that I basically 
said a lot of them. they  murdered are drug dealers and that I was talking 
to Vanessa m the Home Office and I said one has even killed his mum. and 
that they had committed murder and Serious offences against children 

So you didn't say you cart l eeenmun reale with them' 

No 

Did you say how you could communicate wilt' Mem? 
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vs 
ML 

R$ 

ML 

RS 

ML 

RS 

I didn't say you couldn't talk tO SOMeone. 

So you cl an t comment on the subject of communication at all? 

We were talking about different Stenarios and now pl..' would dear with that 
setting I do remember the Ramer, he was adamant you nOnre 10 use forceful 
language. 

You we alleged to have said -mew were murders paedophiles etc. and 
touldni he communicated with normally -

I passed a comment to the Home Crffice awing a -2-1 conversation during 
the training that. a detainee had killed his mum 

You didn't pass further comment7 At no paint did pau say you can't 
tOMinunitate with detainees? 

ML No. 

RS Or at any nettling that sounded like that? 

No. 

Were there any concerns about the training you felt uncomfortable with? 

ML I did feel comfortable pretending to he an officer or a detainee, it was an 
example. 

RS Did they make you feel uncomfortable? 

ML NO I didn't feel uncomfortable? 

RS Anything from you Sandra' 

SC No. 

RS These FlOttz:, will be typed up and a copy sent to you 10. Sign. and for the 
purposes of tne investigation please donl share this with your colleagues. I 
have nothing else for the !me being. unless you have anything else you rash 
to raise? 

ML 
Na 

Meeting concluded 11.35 hours 

Signed.   fate: 

Employee Name Marie Dare Llaudes - Healthcare 
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Signed.     Dale 

Char of Inkrengation Melding Name: Richard Steadman Oirecl©r 

Signed:     Dale. 

Note Taker Name: Annie Steel 
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ICJ 
Appendix VIII - Stanistava FeclorrOVa, G4S Healthcare (held via windterence call) - interview 
notes 

Stuntslava Fedorcova -Telepho Mordikno 

Stanislava 
Fedorco'a 

RS Thank yoti far agreeing 10 talk le me today, My name is Richard Stedman I have 
been asked by Paid Itempsler to investigate, I have the terms of reference. here 
with me, I will pass a copy to you.. but for the call, I will go ifiroutrh the main points 
of the terms of reference and Annie Steal is with me taking a WO hen rocord of our 
conversation. If et any point you would like a break you can speak to Sandra at 
any time and Annie end t will step OW Or the room Them was peisorialrirOteCiion 
training on 22''' February at Brook House your name isn"tan the register did yOu 
attend this"? 

SF Yeti I did attend, I arrived 20 minutes late arid I did put iiny name on the list. 

AS Cthe of Lae 'lungs we have been told today was the.re -.vase lot of swearing whilst 
explaining the Stenanos during the practical part of On training end also 
generally. 

SF Yes There was a use of swear words during Stella-M1 

RS Was d used inappropriately Owing scenarios? 

SF No 

RS Can you give me an auarnole rati the scenario? 

SF A !rem ale officer was touched on the Shoulder and Me female cricer said -fuck off". 
Kerry said can t we ask politely instead of rust swearing 

RS. Did anyone mention how to communicate with detainees? 

SF No I don't thank so, upstairs we talked about communication and now detainees 
feel frustrated occasionally. 

RS Do you remember anything sari( about their offenses'
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SF 

KS 

SF 

It doesn t matter or Their previous convictions - they are still people. 

1.-10 you remember any ronversacions about commiiiiii_auoil'? 

NO I dOn t - sorry. 

RS Can yno remember DCO Dave Webb saying yamytharig about whilst he was 
suspended? 

SF He aid mention that he wrote his report really welt. He didn 1 mention that he Went 

on a cruise. 

(that(' reads Fbufl F 7 oF obseniabons - 

RS did you hear a comment made by LE11.11131 about__ D3489 

SF Jason was talking about We legislation when G4S officers was 'Fiscaltang - Ihey 
didn't have the training in those days that they have these days. Thal mistakes 

were made and flight staff and first old wasn't in place and they have had to learn 

from ii 

RS Any other concerns? 

SF I found the training different - I attended one in Yadsywood I did personal 

protection there and LOUnd it very different. 

RS How',

SF Different in how staff protect themselves. You are taught how to protect yourself 

they have a vettepon at Yarlswood Al Brot3. they seemed to show how to throw 

a punch technique and nothing else.

RS Did you feel more prepared attending the training at Yerlsmod or at Thor& 

SF It was more in-depth al Yallswood 

RS Anything else from the day you would like Irr niention? 

SF No 

IRS I may need to speak Lo you again but I m really gratefUl far you talking lo me !Delay 

if Theft is anything Ease you would like lo say, please get in touch. 

END 
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CPJ 
Appendix IX - Cbservatipns from Personal Protection Training referenced against 
allegations. 

Observations from Personal Protection Trpiairtl(22/02/121 

Hibiscus staff attending the training LName Irrelevant :Kerry Smith, Tesni Woodfall 
Trainers: Jason Riggs {.external trainui ;, (64$ trainer) 
Also present at the training; Maria, Laurel, Stani slava and Shaun? (Healthcare staff) 
and Vanessa (Home Office) 

11 "I'm going to fucking destroy you" {said multiple limes by Dave and Jason). Jason 
also said at one point during the practical training when referring to reacting to a 
detainee attaching you - To use Daide"s favourite line, "I'll fucking destroy you" " 

2] 'If it was down to me, give them one more punch for luck" .Jasciril . 

3) In reference to an incident on Monday night where an off ice r had punched a 
detainee in the face (several detainees had barricaded themselves in their room 
and had weapons and had made the Floor west and wan. An officer W25 

-apparently the last one standing and punched one of them), Vanessa from the 
Home Office said he deserved it and Thad it coming" Dave then said "We don't 
say that Vanessa". 

4) Dave arid Jason said the punches taught in the syllabus are never used because 
they don't do anything. They said they would just punch in thu face Dave and 
Jason). 

5) The duty of care part of the legislation was just added in to "fluff it up" (Dave).

6) in reference to a story told by Dave about a female officer swearing at a detainee 
when he put his hand on her shoulder, Kerry asked whether she couldn't just ask 
politelyfir-St without swearing,. Dave said no because they are prisoners. Maria 
from healthcare said they were murderers, paedophiles etc and couldn't be 
communicated with normaliy. Encouragement given by Laurel and thu others in 
the room. 

7t The presentation was geared towards prison staff. Jason said that the training is 
in the process of being changed 
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exs 
8) Frequently referring to them as prisoners rather than detainees and calling the 

centre a prison ;Dave and Jason), 

Dave mentioned that due to his great. report writing skills he was the only 
suspended staff member that was allowed back to work after the Panorama 
documentary. He also said that he got -cruise out of it-  during his time being 
suspended. 

10) All members of staff joined in with Dave commenting on how Tinsley staff can't 
deal with working at. Brook and alluded to them being weaker than Brook staff. 

iii Jason was teaching the basic phrase of "Fuck off" from the beginning of the 
training, as a way of defending yourself_ There was swearing used throughout 
the training, which was in Our view unnecessary, however, Dave did say at the 
beginning, of the training that there would be swearing and that we should speak 
to him if we don't like the use of swearing. Nobody raised co merits with hint 
about the swearing but we left the level of swearing unnecessary and we don't 
Feel if added to the effectiveness of the training 

12) Vanessa from the Home Office, seemed to have a very negative attitude towards 
detainees. This was shown through laughter at comments made, comments she 
made herself and her general attitude to violence e.g. "I'd go to town on them-, 

13) lave said that the reason they respond aggressively with swearing, when a 
detainee touches them in a friendly manner, ES because other staff members are 
lenient and this leads to detainees thinking that they Can touch staff e.g. putting 
their hand on their shoulder. However, es Cave and Jason are training new staff 
to say "fuck aft" they are adding to the negative approach 

la.) A lot of the training was geared towards working in (ook. There should 
probably be a different version geared to those in the PDA/Tinsley. 

15) Regarding the Right to Life articiE in the Human Rights An. Dave alluded to our 
lives being worth more than a detainee's life. He gave a hypothetical example 
about smashing a fax machine over a detainee's head if they were attacking DIM 
or the other -staff, He said - it's me myself and I". 
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a43 
15) In the presentation sl idesbow there was a line about how to deescaiate a 

situation by using a calm/soft voice and Oave said that we couid ignore that as it 

doesn't work 

17) After a discussion about the E. D3489 case where he died after being 

restrained OM a plane during his removal, Laurel said that sometimes mistakes 

have to be made in Order For you to learn from therm 

END 
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